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Life, In Whatever Ways It Can,
Moves Into The Virtual World
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There has been little that has been routine about life in the last couple weeks, no one needs to
point out.

But how people have tried, desperately, to hold onto the routines they had in their daily lives
has been a window into the human ability to adapt. Even 15 years ago, their ability to do so
would have been far more difficult. But with live streaming technology now in every home,
purse or hip pocket, South Forkers have surged into a new virtual world of social gathering,
much like many businesses have exploded the platform with video conferencing.

From workouts to regular social gatherings — but now in virtual form — South Forkers have
labored in this first week of shutdowns and quarantines to keep in touch with each other and
with the things they treasured before the “new normal.”

Nothing is more routine in America, of course, than church. Religious leaders from all over the
region have had to turn to the ether to reach their terrestrial congregations these days. Some
are streaming live services on Facebook or through their church website, others are recording
services to be viewed when it is convenient for their congregants.

"We would normally have six masses on a weekend...so rather than having people check in at a
certain time, we are recording a mass and making it available all during the day," said Father
Michael A. Vetrano, of Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary Roman Catcholic Church in
Southampton. "There are plenty of church services online....but I think people appreciate
seeing their church, their pastor and hearing familiar music."

Father Mike, as he is known, said that the church records its mass in stages now, to limit the
number of the people who are inside the chapel at any one time, then edits the film into one
seamless mass.

"We've all had to become pretty tech savvy," he said of religious institutions.

For dozens of kids on the South Fork, weekly dance classes at dancehampton in East Hampton
had long been one of their most treasured routines.

With the hyper-popular studio forced to close, students were quickly starved for the outlet.
Fortunately for them, their teacher was, too.

When the studio was forced to close, for who knows how long, Anita Boyer said she quickly
resolved that she had to keep teaching, even if it was for free.

“After hyper-ventilating into a bag for about three hours, I decided I would teach my one adult
class I had coming up through Facebook Live,” Ms. Boyer, who lives in Hampton Bays, said.
“They loved it, and I realized I had to keep it going every morning to keep myself sane and to
keep in touch with my students, who I miss so dearly.”

The streams, like her in-person classes before them, have become hugely popular. She's filmed
most of them in the dancehampton studio in East Hampton, and a couple at her home in
Hampton Bays. Although Facebook Live does not show you how many people are tuned in, Ms.
Boyer said she’s been deluged with thanks and well wishes from those watching — some of
whom were tuning in, she was surprised to learn, from as far away as Texas, Wisconsin and
California.

Local musicians have not surprisingly been both a ubiquitous and hugely popular player in the
world of virtual socialization.

Singer Josh Brussel’s daily hour-long performances on Facebook Live, during which he takes
song requests and offers occasional inspirational messaging to those stuck in their homes,
have been particularly popular.

“There’s a lot of negativity out there right now and the music, for me, is an escape just playing
it,” said Mr. Brussel, who is a biology teacher at the Amagansett School — but also a
professional musician who said he would typically play three or four gigs between two bands
and solo performances during the busy season. “It’s a huge part of my life. It’s not just
performing, it’s how you can affect people. That’s what I love. It’s why I’m a teacher, and I’m
lucky that with the music, at least, I can still do that.”

On Saturday night, singer-songwriter Nancy Atlas hosted a concert using the live version of
YouTube from her home in Montauk. Those tuning in were encouraged to party in their own
homes like they might at one of her popular live gigs. The theme for this particular evening was
a Mexican-themed fiesta.

Atlas, drinking margaritas, performed her original songs and popular covers by her fireplace,
with special performances by her young son, Levon, and her husband, Thomas Muse, also a
musician.

She said that 185 people watched the performance and it’s been viewed on YouTube another
500 times since.

“It was a little bumpy,” the long-time professional said of the casual show in her living room.
“A lot to learn.”

She plans on putting on another quarantine show again this Saturday, at 8 p.m.

As the quarantines stretch into weeks and, potentially, months, those who have set into
keeping up their appearances say they will persevere.

Ms. Boyer says her daily classes will continue until her studio reopens.

“I feel like I need to find another way to make money, but this is my life,” she said. “This is
what I do. I love my students and I love motivating them to express themselves. I never thought
that could be taken away like this.”

“Music is supposed to be something that takes you away, and people need that right now, even
if it’s only for an hour,” Mr. Brussel said, offering encouragement to other artists and
instructors of any kind to take to the virtual airwaves to give people more ways to reconnect to
the lives they knew just two weeks ago. As those days get farther away, and walls seem to be
getting closer, it will be increasingly important to have social stimulation. “I’m trying to get
everyone to do it. I want to create an arsenal.”
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If you want a daily perk - tune into a few hours of Anita Boyer - what a fun buzz. Father Mike, Pastor Sarah, Rabbi Konikov and all our cherished releigious leaders in our
community - thanks for continuing to be our rock (even from afar and with some technical difficulties here and there.)
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